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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a statistical framework for the analysis of the performance of Bag-of-Words (BOW)
systems. The paper aims at establishing a better understanding of the impact of different elements of BOW
systems such as the robustness of descriptors, accuracy of assignment, descriptor compression and pooling and
finally decision making. We also study the impact of geometrical information on the BOW system performance
and compare the results with different pooling strategies. The proposed framework can also be of interest for a
security and privacy analysis of BOW systems. The experimental results on real images and descriptors confirm
our theoretical findings.
Notation: We use capital letters to denote scalar random variables X and X to denote vector random
variables, corresponding small letters x and x to denote the realisations of scalar and vector random variables,
respectively. We use X ∼ pX (x) or simply X ∼ p(x) to indicate that a random variable X is distributed according
2
2
to pX (x). N (µ, σX
) stands for the Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σX
. B(L, Pb ) denotes the
binomial distribution with sequence length L and probability of success Pb . ||.|| denotes the Euclidean vector
norm and Q(.) stands for the Q-function. D(.||.) denotes the divergence and E{.} denotes the expectation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The BOW framework has been widely used in content search systems, biometric applications such as face or gait
recognition and more recently in multimedia security applications including copy detection, black list tracking,
content blocking and commercial content ranking systems. Modern BOW based systems can easily handle largescale search or recognition problems, even on mobile phones. The BOW approach is based on the construction
of a visual alphabet or dictionary based on the clustering of low-level features such as discriminative and robust
descriptors.
Traditionally, vector quantization (VQ) is used for clustering based for example on k-means or another unsupervised learning algorithm.7, 9 The resulting visual alphabet represents a clustered structure with the centroids,
or so called visual words, matching to the low level descriptors. In retrieval and classification applications, a
training set of images is used to generate a set of features used in the above mentioned clustering. Once the
visual alphabet is learned, all individual images in the database are represented in the form of a histogram of
clusters, which can be efficiently indexed using an inverted file. A query image is also converted into the BOW
space and the search system returns the database entries that have statistical properties close to those of the
query. In this case, a global similarity measure between the images is approximated by a set of local similarity
measures in the space of the learned visual alphabet.
Therefore, the crucial elements of BOW systems include: (a) selection or learning of robust, discriminative
and invariant local/global descriptors; (b) construction of a visual alphabet and (c) efficient representation of
enrolled images and the query in the BOW space by trading-off the robustness to distortions, distinguishability
and memory storage which includes the so-called encoding and construction of a visual tree, (d) pooling the
results to geometrically robust fixed-length vectors and finally (e) decision making.
The state-of-the-art in BOW research covers several main directions:
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• descriptors: the design of new very short (about 32 bits) binary descriptors such as CHOG7 and ORB15
are of great interest for mobile on-line applications in contrast to non-binary, long and computationally
heavier SIFT12 and SURF1 descriptors;
• encoding/assignment: the design of new encoding/assignment strategies capable of providing an efficient
representation of the descriptors in the codebook space, represented by visual words next to ensuring fast
-NN or k-NN search. These techniques are closely related the various methods used to create accurate
vector approximations of descriptors. The latter can be roughly classified into three groups:
– VQ (hard)-assignment16 : the ith descriptor xi is quantized by a coarse vector quantizer Qc (.) to its
nearest visual word resulting in the approximate x̂i = Qc (xi );
– source coding with refinement9 : the descriptor xi is quantized using the VQ Qc (.) to its nearest
visual word with simultaneous storage of the quantized refinement information of the descriptor with
respect to its quantized version given by the fine quantization function Qf (.) of the residual vector:
x̂i = Qc (xi ) + Qf (xi − Qc (xi ));
i
– soft-assignment11, 19 : the descriptor
in the space of visual words cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ J, by
PJ x is approximated
i
j
the linear approximation: x̂ = j=1 wi,j c . Strategies such as sparse coding and locally-constrained
linear coding (LLC) include different selection strategies of their weight coefficients {wi,j };
• pooling11 : the design of methods capable in dealing with a different number of features between the enrolled
images and those in the probe, as well as ameliorating the lack of geometrical consistency between features.
These methods are generally known as sum/average and max pooling methods;
• analysis of security6, 13 : the investigation of different strategies to cope with descriptor attack sensitivity
and all related methods that aim at protecting and enhancing the privacy and security of images enrolled
in BOW based systems.
Nowadays, the design of existing BOW-based systems is based on memory/complexity considerations in view
of the large-scale nature of the search problem. It includes a lot of heuristics and engineering, where performance
is mostly evaluated by testing on (large) databases, and empirically compared for different descriptor classes and
encoding algorithms. To the best of our knowledge there is no published work that rigorously links the robustness
of the descriptors to overall system performance and its (optimised) parameters. It is still unclear what the gap
is between non-synchronised systems based on pooling and synchronised systems based on geometric consistency
validation. In fact the superiority of max pooling over the sum/average-pooling has only been shown in but a
few experimental works. The impact of the accuracy of the feature representation or compression deployed in the
visual codebook is mostly studied in an experimental way using an available dataset. In addition, the security
of BOW-based systems is not completely explored and there is a lack of systematic study.
Therefore, in this paper, we are not interested in following some particular design of BOW-based systems
but will rather consider the fundamental underlying assumptions, indicate the shortcomings and weaknesses of
existing solutions next to proposing some solutions to these problems. On the other hand, we intend to introduce
the strict apparatus of detection theory to evaluate the performance and security of BOW-based systems.
Currently, most BOW systems are used for CBIR, object recognition and copy detection. We will consider
content identification where M items are enrolled and given a probe, the system should determine the corresponding item or issue a rejection. When it is not possible to return a single index item, the system should retrieve
a list of indices whilst ensuring that the true item index is on the list. The content identification problem is
traditionally analysed in the content fingerprinting formulation. The existing theoretical works4, 14, 17, 18 mostly
consider content identification based on one single sufficiently long fingerprint deduced to represent the content.
In most theoretical works, perfect synchronisation between the enrolled fingerprint and the probe fingerprint is
assumed with one notable exception14 where the fingerprint de-synchronization was modelled by a random shift
parameter. However, in practice it is difficult to design one single super fingerprint or descriptor that would be
invariant to all types of distortions, which is why multiple short fixed-length local descriptors possessing certain
invariance to geometrical transforms and robustness to signal processing operations are mostly used. However,

in this case the length of the deployed descriptors does not satisfy the asymptotic assumptions considered in the
theoretical works4, 14, 17, 18 which makes the analysis of practical BOW-systems intractable.
To the best of our knowledge there is little work on the theoretical analysis of BOW-systems’ performance
besides21 and none on BOW based content identification. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to provide a simple
and tractable model that allows to analyze, optimize and guide the design of BOW systems. In this paper,
we will consider two cases of non-compressed and compressed features to reveal the theoretical limits of BOW
based identification systems, analyze the impact of descriptor compression and encoding/assignment as well as
discovering the impact of geometrical consistency between the descriptors on overall system performance. Such
a formulation was not considered in earlier studies.
The BOW based content identification system is designed according to Figure 1. In this paper, we will not
consider the geometric verification stage. Instead we are interested in establishing the list of possible candidates
obtained by the feature matching step after different pooling strategies under the assumption that the features
are not synchronised. To establish the upper performance limit of feature matching under the best achievable
geometrical matching strategy, we also consider the case when the features are perfectly synchronised.
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Figure 1. Block-diagram of BOW identification system.

The paper is organized as follows. The BOW based content identification problem is formulated in Section
2. Section 3 introduces the statistical model. Section 4 considers the performance of BOW content identification
systems for the uncompressed features and Section 5 reveals the impact of feature compression. Section 6
introduces the security of BOW systems under informed attacks. Finally, Section 7 and Section 8 present the
results and conclusions.

2. BOW-BASED CONTENT IDENTIFICATION: PROBLEM STATEMENT

A content database is defined as a collection of M items x(m) represented by their features/descriptors x(m) =
{x1 (m), · · · , xJx (m) (m)}, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , with each descriptor xi (m) ∈ X L , 1 ≤ i ≤ Jx (m) and Jx (m) descriptors
per image.
The problem is to decide if either a query y = {y1 , · · · , yJy } is related to some elements of the database or
not. In the general case, Jy 6= Jx (m). The system should produce a list of indices L(y) whilst ensuring that the
correct index m is always on this list and an empty set, if the probe y is not related to any item in the database.
The cardinality of this list or the number of retrieved indices on the the list is denoted as |L(y)|.
System performance is evaluated by the probability of missing a correct item m on the list L(y) and the
probability of falsely accepting an unrelated item m0 as supposedly related to some item m in the database.
This leads to the average list of accepted items E{|L(y)|}. Other parameters include memory storage, search
complexity, security and privacy.4, 18 In this paper, we will focus on the performance of the identification system
for a given database size M , parameters of descriptors, their numbers Jx (m) and Jy , as well as targeting efficient
search complexity based on inverted files.
The core idea behind the BOW systems consists in a representation of each image, described by a set of
descriptors, by a fixed dimensional feature vector that is invariant to geometrical de-synchronization. The fixeddimensional vector proves a robust and accurate approximation of image descriptors in terms of basis vectors
or so-called visual words. In addition such a representation should ensure fast -NN or k-NN search. It is also
closely related to the approximations or compression of the descriptors in the space of visual words that can be
achieved by the VQ (hard)-assignment,16 source coding with refinement9 or soft-assignment.11, 19

The design of an equivalent codebook in terms of the best approximation of the descriptors is vital for the
trade-off between memory storage, search complexity and accuracy. That is why the descriptors are stored in
a compressed or approximated form xi → x̂i with special indexing using hierarchical structures. However, to
reveal the theoretical limits of the identification systems based on BOW, we will assume that the descriptors
are uncompressed corresponding to the near perfect approximation that many state-of-the-art techniques strive
for.20
For these reasons, we will consider the equivalent model shown in Figure 2 consisting of enrollment and
identification via the equivalent codebook or alphabet Cx = (x1 , · · · , xJ )T ∈ RJ×L , where J is the number of
codewords in the visual codebook. This equivalent codebook contains all unique descriptors, the composition of
which gives a particular image x(m) representation. It should be pointed out that the representation of each
image in terms of the equivalent codebook with an appropriate indexing structure makes it possible to obtain
an efficient search.9
In this paper, we assume that each image x(m), 1 ≤ m ≤ M , is represented by Jx (m) descriptors xi (m),
1 ≤ i ≤ Jx (m) as shown in Figure 2. The visual codebook Cx contains all these descriptors labeled as xj ,
PM
1 ≤ j ≤ J. In this case, the cardinality of the visual codebook is: J = |Cx | =
m=1 Jx (m). It should
be remarked that in this part we assume that the visual codebook does not contain any clustering enabling
efficient search nor any compression of descriptors. We are thus primarily interested in revealing the theoretical
performance limit.
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Figure 2. Enrolment (a) and identification (b) via the visual codebook.

At the end of the enrollment stage (Figure 2(a)), the encoder produces a database that is organised in
the form of an inverted index file, i.e., each codeword with the index j ∈ {1, · · · , J} contains a list of images
m ∈ {1, · · · , M } containing this particular visual word. At the identification stage, shown in (Figure 2(b)), the
probe image y, represented by its Jy descriptors, is presented to the identification system. The list decoder
seeks all -NN or k-NN codewords xj , j ∈ {1, · · · , J} in the codebook Cx thus producing Jy lists L(yk ) for all

probe descriptors. It is assumed the the correct image index will be on the most lists with the high probability.
The joint decoder observes these lists and test the database for the corresponding image indices containing the
identified features and makes the final decision in favor of index m̂ possessing the largest number of matched
codewords.

3. STATISTICAL MODEL OF BOW CONTENT IDENTIFICATION
The statistical model of BOW content identification includes the definition of: (a) statistics of descriptors xi , (b)
statistical observation model p(yk |xi ), (c) model of encoding/assignment, (d) model of decision making about
the descriptor presence/absence and geometric consistency verification † , and finally (e) model of global decision
making or decoding.
Database of descriptors In this paper, we will
that the local descriptors xi ∈ X L are i.i.d. such
QL assume
i
i
i ‡
as ORB following some distribution X ∼ p(x ) = n=1 p(xn ) .
Statistical observation model The statistical observation model for the entire image is expressed in terms
of the statistical model for the local descriptors:
p(y|x(m)) ≡

Jy Jx (m)
Y
Y

p(yk |xi (m)),

(1)

k=1 i=1

QJ 0
which reduces to p(y|x(m)) ≡ k=1 p(yk |xk (m)) in the synchronised case, i.e., when the exact correspondence
between the descriptors is known with J 0 = min{Jx (m), Jy }.
The above probabilistic model can be also mapped into some metric space via p(yk |xi (m)) ∝ e−d(y ,x (m))
assuming an exponential family of distortions, where d(yk , xi (m)) represents the distance between two descriptors.
k

i

Model of encoding/assignment In this paper, we will consider hard assignment to investigate the system
performance under the minimum requested memory storage requirements5, 9 § . The encoding matrix can be
J (m)
generally constructed as Cx (m) = (c1x (m), · · · , cxx (m)) ∈ RJ×Jx (m) , where each column cix (m) stands for the
code representing the encoding of the descriptor xi (m), 1 ≤ i ≤ Jx (m) with respect to the visual codebook Cx .
In the case of hard assignment, Cx (m) ∈ {0, 1}J×Jx (m) with the elements cixj (m) = 1 for j : xj = xi (m) or
zero-distance, i.e., j ∈ L(xi (m)) with the list:
L(xi (m)) = {j ∈ {1, · · · , J} : d(xj , xi (m)) = 0}.

(2)

The encoding process based on the pooling is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The block diagram of encoding/pooling at the enrollment and identification to produce a fixed-length representation of length J.

Given the case that the descriptors are matched without geometrical consistency, i.e., they are desynchronised,
and there are generally a different number of descriptors in the enrolled image Jx (m) and probe Jy , pooling is
†

We will investigate the upper theoretic limit assuming a perfect synchronisation between the descriptors.
One can consider different descriptors: local or global, sparse or dense, multilevel and binary. The i.i.d. assumption
is not valid for SIFT descriptors which manifest a high correlation between elements.
§
The hard/soft assignments represent a trade-off between the memory storage and decoding complexity.
‡

used. To address this, there are two common types of pooling: average- and max- pooling. In the case of hard
assignment at the enrollment stage they are equivalent. The enrolled fixed-length sparse code for the image m
is dx (m) = (d1x (m), · · · , dJx (m))T ∈ {0, 1}J which is obtained as:
Jx (m)
j
dav
x (m)

X

=

cixj (m),

(3)

i=1

in average-pooling and:

j
(m) =
dmax
x

max

1≤i≤Jx (m)

cixj (m),

(4)

in max pooling.
Model of decision making about the descriptor presence/absence Given a probe y consisting of Jy
J
descriptors, the encoding matrix for the probe is defined as Cy = (c1y , · · · , cyy ) ∈ {0, 1}J×Jy , with cky j = 1 for
k
k
j
k
j ∈ L(y ) with the list L(y ) = {j ∈ {1, · · · , J} : d(x , y ) ≤ L}. This decoder corresponds to a bounded
distance decoder (BDD) or -NN decoder which seeks all {xj } NNs in the radius L from the query descriptor
yk , where  is the threshold.
The performance of the descriptors is measured in terms of their ROCs defined by the probabilities of miss
D
PM
= Pr{d(xk , Yk ) ≥ L} and probability of false acceptance PFD = Pr{d(xi , Yk ) < L}.
The fixed-length vector in the case of average pooling is defined as:
j
dav
y

=

Jy
X

ckyj ,

(5)

k=1

and in the case of max pooling as:

j
= max ckyj .
dmax
y

1≤k≤Jy

(6)

In following, we will compare max pooling and average pooling due to a common belief about the superior
performance of max pooling.11
D
and false
The statistics of matrix Cy are completely defined by the probabilities of descriptor miss PM
D
acceptance PF as defined above.

Model of global decision making or decoding The final decision is based on the list decoder that
produces a list of possible candidates:

where:

L(y) = {m ∈ {1, · · · , M } : t(m) ≥ τ Je },

(7)

t(m) = dTx (m)dy ,

(8)

stands for the similarity score between two vectors, for example the cosine distance, which is often used in the
BOW systems, if the vectors are normalised by their norms ||dx (m)|| and ||dy ||. We also define the equivalent
length as Je = min{Jx , Jy }.
Remark: In the case when the correspondence between the descriptors from two images is established, one
can estimate the upper bound on the system performance by evaluating the similarity between two matrices as
t(m) = Cx (m) Cy , where denotes the Frobenius inner product ¶ .
¶

In the synchronized case, the matrices are of the same size.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: UNCOMPRESSED FEATURES
The overall system performance is evaluated by the probability of miss PM , i.e., the correct m does not appear on
the decoder’s list under the hypothesis Hm , PM = Pr{T (m) ≤ τ Je |Hm } and by the probability of false acceptance
PF , i.e., an incorrect m0 appears on the decoder’s list under the hypothesis Hm0 , PF = Pr{T (m) > τ Je |Hm0 },
where τ is the threshold and Je stands for the equivalent length. The average list size can be estimated as
E{|L(y)|} = M PF . In the case of unique identification, the list size is 1.
Without loss of generality, we will assume that the same number of descriptors is enrolled for all images, i.e.,
Jx (m) = Jx , which is a reasonable assumption for most identification systems where the enrollment is under the
control.
The sufficient statistic in the case of max pooling and perfect synchronisation are:

B(Je , θ(m)),
for Hm ,
T (m) ∼
B(Je , θ(m0 )), for Hm0 ,

(9)

D
where for the max pooling: θ(m) = 1 − (1 − PD
)(1 − PFD )Jy −1 and θ(m0 ) = 1 − (1 − PFD )Jy and for the perfectly
D
0
D
synchronised case: θ(m) = PD and θ(m ) = PF . The proof is given in Appendix A.

The performance of the content identification system is estimated based on the list decoder, which is characterised by the probability of miss:
PM

=

Pr{T (m) ≤ τ Je |Hm }
τ Je  
X
Je d
θ (m)(1 − θ(m))Je −d
=
d
d=0

≤ 2−Je D(τ kθ(m)) ,

(10)

where D(τ kθ(m)) denotes the divergence and the probability of false acceptance is:
PF

=
=

Pr{T (m) > τ Je |Hm0 }
Je  
X
Je d 0
θ (m )(1 − θ(m0 ))Je −d
d

d=τ Je

0

≤ 2−Je D(τ kθ(m )) ,

(11)

which results into the average list of candidates E{|L(Y)|} = M PF . The threshold should satisfy 0 ≤ θ(m0 ) <
τ < θ(m) ≤ 1.
Using the notion of the identification rate as R = 1/Je log2 M defined for large Je , one can target the condition
R ≤ D(τ kθ(m0 )) to keep the list of retrieved candidates small.
The distribution of parameter T (m) for the case of average-pooling is considered in Appendix B. To present
the results in a tractable form, we use the Gaussian approximation that results in:

N (µ(m), σ 2 (m)),
for Hm ,
T (m) ∼
(12)
N (µ(m0 ), σ 2 (m0 )), for Hm0 ,
D
D
D
where µ(m) = Je (PD
+ (Jy − 1)PFD ) and µ(m0 ) = Je Jy PFD , σ 2 (m) = Je (PD
(1 − PD
) + (Jy − 1)PFD (1 − PFD ))
2
0
D
D
and σ (m ) = Je Jy PF (1 − PF ) with Je = min{Jx , Jy } and a new threshold Jt = Je Jy .

The corresponding performance under the average-pooling is k :
k

We use a Gaussian approximation of Hamming distances assuming that the distances contribute only to non-negative
values.

PM

=
≈
≈

PF

=
≈
=

Pr{T (m) ≤ τ Jt |Hm }
Z τ Jt
(t−µ(m))2
1
−
p
e 2σ2 (m) dt
2πσ 2 (m)
0


µ(m) − τ Jt
Q
,
σ(m)
Pr{T (m) > τ Jt |Hm0 }
Z +∞
(t−µ(m0 ))2
1
−
p
e 2σ2 (m0 ) dt
2πσ 2 (m0 )
τ Jt


τ Jt − µ(m0 )
Q
,
σ(m0 )

with the the average list of candidates E{|L(Y)|} = M PF

∗∗

(13)

(14)

.

In some applications, it is interesting to keep both probabilities of errors small. In this case, one can
follow the strategy to minimise the maximum probability of error under optimal τ and  defined as (τ̂ , ˆ) =
arg minτ, max{PM (τ, ), PF (τ, )}. We will investigate this problem numerically.
For technical reasons we will first fix  and estimate τ . In the case of max pooling and perfect synchronisation,
the above maximisation is achieved when PM (τ, ) = PF (τ, ). The equality of (10) and (11) leads to the equality
D(τ kθ(m)) = D(τ kθ(m0 )) that yields:
0
)
log 1−θ(m
1−θ(m)
(15)
τ̂ =
0 )) ,
log θ(m)(1−θ(m
θ(m0 )(1−θ(m))
From the equality of Q-function arguments in the equations (13) and (14), one can obtain for the averagepooling:
1 σ(m0 )µ(m) + σ(m)µ(m0 )
τ̂ =
.
(16)
Jt
σ(m0 ) + σ(m)

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: COMPRESSED FEATURES
The visual codebook compression targets three main objectives: (a) efficient search due to indexing based on
inverted files, (b) satisfaction of memory storage requirements and (c) visual codebook learning based on the
available training data †† . The different BOW architectures can be generalised in the scope of the hierarchical
organisation of the visual codebook when -NN descriptors are clustered and represented by a common centroid.
Then the probe is first tested versus all centroids and the nearest centroids are found. The descriptors belonging
to the found clusters represented by these centroids are explored to find the -NN or k-NN descriptors.
Impact of compression on descriptors’ ROC and overall BOW performance Disregarding a particular assignment technique, i.e., either hard- or soft-assignment, or source coding with refinement, the compression
introduces the average descriptor distortion Dc = E{d(Xj , X̂j )}, where X̂j stands for the compressed version of
jth descriptor Xj and d(., .) denotes the Euclidian or Hamming distance.
The statistical model of compression is considered as a mapping p(x̂j |xj ). In a high-rate compression regime,
i.e., regime of small distortions, the additive model can be used xj = x̂j + zj , where zj is the compression
noise, independent of x̂j .3 In the case of binary descriptors like ORB, the distortion D can also be interpreted
as Pr{Xij 6= X̂ij } ≤ D, where xji ∈ {0, 1}. If the binary descriptor is considered as Bernoulli’s source with
Pr{Xij = 1} = p, then from rate-distortion theory it is known that D(RD ) = H2−1 (H2 (p) − RD (D)), for
0 ≤ D ≤ min{p, 1 − p}, where RD is the rate of the descriptor compression, and H2 (.) denotes the binary
∗∗

D
The probability PF can be found exactly as shown in Appendix B since T (m) ∼ B(Je Jy , PD
) under Hm0 .
The last concerns mostly the CBIR systems. In content identification applications, the codebook design can be
optimised for all available enrolled samples.
††

entropy.3 For example, if the 256-bit-ORB descriptor with p = 0.5 is compressed to 64 bits, i.e., with the rate
RD = 0.25 bit/sample, the distortion is D(RD ) = 0.2145. Practically, the compression of the descriptor leads
to extra degradation in the chain Yj − Xj − X̂j , when the compressed descriptors are stored instead of original
ones. It results in the degradation of the ROC for the descriptors. Mostly it concerns the degradation for the
geometrically consistent descriptors with Pr{Yij 6= X̂ij } = D ∗ Pb , where Pb is the probability of bit error, and for
the geometrically inconsistent descriptors Pr{Yik 6= X̂ij } = D ∗ 0.5 = 0.5, where D ∗ Pb = D(1 − Pb ) + Pb (1 − D).
It means that the probability mass function for the geometrically consistent descriptors is closer to those of
M
F
geometrically inconsistent ones and it has higher variance. Altogether, it leads to an increase of PD
and PD
.
The same arguments are valid for SIFT descriptors. We will consider a particular method of their compression
based on the product-of-vector quantizer9 and investigate the impact of compression on the ROC curves in Section
7.
Impact on indexing structure The indexing structure of modern BOW systems is mostly based on
hierarchical clustering. The generalisation of different indexing structures addressing memory-complexity tradeoff with the rate R close to the identification capacity I(X j ; Y j ) is given in.5 This study covered the case of
unique decoding, i.e., identification, where each object is represented by a single descriptor in the codebook. On
the contrary, in the BOW systems the rate R > I(X j ; Y j ) and thus the system is not able of producing a unique
decision. Instead, as considered in the previous Section, the list of the most likely candidates is produced based
on list decoding. Moreover, the descriptors are additionally compressed in the BOW systems in contrast to the
identification setup considered in5 which reduces the identification rate I(X̂ j ; Y j ) ≤ I(X j ; Y j ). Therefore, this
analysis is not directly applicable.
Summarising different methods of clustering based search, we can categorise them depending on: (a) method
of generation of centroids, i.e., p(cj |xj ), p(cj |yj ) or p(cj |xj , yj ), (b) decoding, i.e., unique or list decoding and
(c) covering principle. According to,5 all these methods achieve the identification capacity under different
memory-complexity relationships but generally the centroid generation based on p(cj |xj , yj ) with list encoding
shows the best memory-complexity trade-off. It should be also pointed out that the main memory burden comes
from the storage of uncompressed descriptors. Therefore, the optimal compression of descriptors is crucial.
In this paper, we only consider hard assignment with list decoding (or multi-query extension) for its reasonable
memory-complexity trade-off. Therefore, in our model the centroids are assumed to be generated as p(cj |xj ) with
no covering and list decoding similarly to.9 The descriptors can be stored in their original form or compressed.
D
and PFD .
This is reflected by the corresponding PM
In conclusion, besides the obvious advantage of more efficient memory storage, the compression of descriptors
D
has several important negative implications. First, the compression of descriptors leads to the increase of PM
D
and PF thus degrading the overall performance in terms of PM and PF . Secondly, the compression of descriptors
extends the search region for the -NN centroid thus leading to an increased search complexity. Finally, it reduces
the entropy of the descriptors therefore increasing the potential for attacks.

6. SECURITY CONSIDERATION
In this section, we consider the security of BOW search systems in terms of attacks targeting to deteriorate the
system performance using prior information about the system design. Previous works,10 have mostly considered
empirical observations behind the removal/false creation of key points and modification of descriptors in the
support regions without revealing the impact mechanisms of these modifications. In this paper, we will demonstrate for the first time, how these modifications are reflected on the overall system performance for different
pooling approaches addressing the lack of geometric consistency. Moreover, we will also consider attacks against
the indexing structure.

6.1. General considerations
It is natural to consider the security of BOW systems as a game between the system designer (defender) and
attacker formulated as:
max
min max{PM (, τ ), PD (, τ )},
(17)
A:d((x,y))≤DA ,τ

where A denotes a class of attacker strategies with the bounded distortion DA . The attacker strategy depends
on prior knowledge on the system, its design and parameters, for both an informed and a blind attacker. In
the general case, the system design might be known to the attacker but not any application specific parameters.
However, the attacker can learn them by testing the system feedback on the modified images, similarly to the
sensitivity attack in watermarking.2 Therefore, the worst case attack scenario includes an informed attacker. In
this case, all parameters of the system are fixed and the attacker is trying to reach his goal, i.e., by modifying
the image x(m) to achieve its miss by the system or by producing a fake x0 to achieve its false acceptance by
the BOW system.

6.2. Informed attacks against the key points and descriptors
The overall system performance is fully determined by the statistics of T (m) (9) and (12) under max pooling and
perfect synchronisation, and average pooling, respectively. We suppose that the threshold τ is fixed in advance
and the attacker aims to make the distributions of T (m) under Hm and Hm0 strongly overlapping. We will start
with the uncompressed descriptors ‡‡ .
Perfect synchronisation In this case, the modification of the number of key points/descriptors Jy in the
probe will impact Je = min{Jx , Jy } which decreases the distance between the distributions and leads to an
increase of both the probability of miss (10) and false acceptance term in (14). The modification of descriptors
D
for a fixed  automatically alters θ(m) = PD
and θ(m0 ) = PFD , i.e., it also controls the means and variances of
the binomial distributions. In particular, increasing PFD will move the distribution under the hypothesis Hm0
closer to one under Hm thus producing a higher overall PF .
Max pooling In the non-synchronised cases, the impact of attacks is more complex. The attacks against
the key points are also directly reflected via Je = min{Jx , Jy }, i.e., the decrease of Jy reduces Je . Contrarily to
the perfectly synchronised case, Jy also has a significant impact on the error probabilities under both hypothesis
D
θ(m) = 1 − (1 − PD
)(1 − PFD )Jy −1 and θ(m0 ) = 1 − (1 − PFD )Jy especially in relationship with PFD . It is interesting
D
and θ(m0 ) = PFD which
to note that if the attacker removes all key points resulting in Jy = 1, then θ(m) = PD
coincides with the perfect synchronisation case. However, since Je = min{Jx , 1} = 1, both hypothesis are hardly
separable. On the contrary, the increase of Jy increases the impact of the false descriptors such that both θ(m)
and θ(m0 ) tend to 1 and the distributions are strongly overlapping. Therefore, the attacks against the key points
are very important for max pooling. The attacks against the descriptors for the fixed Jx and Jy show the high
sensitivity to the increase of PFD . If PFD increases, θ(m) and θ(m0 ) converge to 1 which is similar to the impact
D
to 0 also makes θ(m) and θ(m0 ) indistinguishable.
due to the increase of Jy . The decrease of PD
Average pooling The average pooling corresponding to the non-synchronised case is also sensitive to attacks
against the key points similar to max pooling. The removal of key points, i.e., decrease of Jy , reduces the distance
D
+ (Jy − 1)PFD ) and µ(m0 ) = Je Jy PFD . In the extreme case when Jy = 1,
between the means µ(m) = Je (PD
0
D
D
µ(m) = PD and µ(m ) = PF which coincides with the previous cases. The increase of Jy increases the nondistinguishability of the distributions which strongly manifests itself under the increased PFD . Similarly to max
D
pooling, the decrease of PD
leads to the reduced distance between the means and the coincides of variances.
In the case of compressed descriptors, the statistics of T (m) under Hm and Hm0 are closer with respect to
their uncompressed counterpart. Therefore, the attackers’ job is even more simplified in terms of the required
distortions.

6.3. Informed attacks against the indexing mechanism
The informed attacks against the indexing structure target the miss of a descriptor, i.e., the equivalent increase
D
of PM
, leveraging information on the design of the indexing structure. Since most of the fast indexing methods
are based on clustering, the informed attacker will target such a modification of a descriptor that it will not
be covered by the radius of the -NN search. Equivalently, one can consider such modifications that the list of
centroids of the predefined cardinality closest to the probe descriptor will not contain the corresponding enrolled
descriptor. Contrarily to the blind attacker who introduces the blind distortions to all descriptors, the informed
‡‡

We do not consider the attacks against key points based on which the descriptor is computed. The ”removal” of key
point obviously leads to the miss of descriptor with the probability 1.

attacker will induce a distortion specifically designed to move the descriptors outside the list decoding regions.
Moreover, the attacker might proceed with the selective strategy using so-called descriptor reliability, i.e., the
descriptors that are closer to the borders of Voronoi’s regions are more vulnerable to flipping due to distortions
or can be moved far way from the correct centroid under milder distortions.

7. RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATION

D
Since the overall system performance is determined by the statistics of T (m) which in turn is defined by PM
D
and PF , we first investigated the typical ROC curves for SIFT and ORB descriptors shown in Figure 4 for the
copydays database.8 We have tested about 100’000 descriptors. As expected, SIFT produces better results, but
is computationally heavy.

The experimental distributions of parameter T (m) for the matched and non-matched pairs of descriptors
are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) for the ORB and SIFT descriptors, respectively. In addition, to investigate
the impact of descriptor compression, we tested the product-of-vector quantizer proposed in9 with a block size
of 8 and 256 centroids in each block giving 64 bits in total per descriptor. The inter- and intra-class pdfs
for the symmetric case, i.e., both the probe and enrolled descriptors are quantized, is referred to as quantized
SIFT, and the asymmetric case, i.e., the probe descriptor is soft while the enrolled descriptor is quantized, is
referred to as soft SIFT, and is shown in Figure 4(b) in comparison with the original SIFT pdfs. The ROCs
for the ORB and SIFT descriptors are shown in Figure 4(c). The results are obtained for 100’000 matched
pairs of descriptors. It should be remarked that the original SIFT descriptors demonstrate significantly better
performance in comparison to ORB; at least in 2 orders of magnitude in terms of the PFD . However, ORB
was about from 5 to 8 times faster in our experiments. The product-of-vector quantizer has demonstrated
a remarkable performance. In particular, very good results were obtained for the quantized SIFT with 64 bits
which outperforms 256 bit ORB. However, as it was mentioned, the computational burden of SIFT is an essential
bottleneck in practical on-line applications. Therefore, there is a need for binary, fast and performant features
which generate descriptors directly without any compression.
To validate the accuracy of the developed mathematical model, we experimentally tested the distribution of
D
T (m) in (9) and (12), for the average pooling, max pooling and synchronised case using the PM
and PFD for
the ORB descriptors. It should be pointed out that it follows expectation that SIFT provides better results.
However, our objective was to validate and exemplify the performance of practical systems that can be used
in on-line applications such as on mobile phones. Therefore, we focused on the ORB descriptors leaving the
comparison of different descriptors out of scope of this paper. That is why our objective was to, given the ROC
curve of any descriptor, predict the performance of the BOW identification system.
Accordingly, the main hypotheses we wanted to test here were: (i) to confirm that max pooling is superior
to average pooling as is commonly believed and (ii) to investigate the gap between pooling strategies that
operate under the geometrical ambiguity with those of the perfectly synchronized case. For purely demonstrative
D
= 0.2954 and PFD =0.0101 on the ORB ROC curve in Figure
purposes, we have chosen the operational point PM
4(c) and investigate the sufficient statistic T (m) under Hm and Hm0 as shown in Figure 5. The theoretical
counterparts follow the experimental results remarkably well. The results were achieved in 10 million experiments
for each type of pooling. The number of descriptors in the enrolled images and probe was identical and equals
500.
To obtain the objective performance of BOW systems, we investigated the ROC curves for the above operational point. In addition, it is interesting to highlight the impact of the different relationship between Jx and
Jy on the overall system performance, which is why we considered four cases: (a) Jx = Jy = 50 to simulate
some practical situations, (b) Jx = Jy = 500 to investigate the impact of an increased number of descriptors, (c)
Jx = 500 and Jy = 50 to study the impact of cropping in the probe and (d) Jx = 50 and Jy = 500 to highlight
the impact of collage or probe acquisition with some background interfering objects/features. The results of this
study are shown in Figure 6 and lead to the following conclusions. First, the overall performance of max pooling
and average pooling for this operational point is comparative (Figure 6(a)). Second, as expected the synchronised case represents the lower bound in all tests and there is a considerable gap with average and max pooling.
This signifies the importance of geometrical synchronisation. We strongly believe that the BOW methods should
strongly benefit from local geometrical consistency verification at the early stages of descriptor matching in contrast to the existing architecture presented in Figure 1, where the geometrical verification is performed in the last

stage. Third, the increase of the number of descriptors from Jx = Jy = 50 to Jx = Jy = 500 drastically increases
the performances of the synchronised case (Figure 6(b)). This is in accordance with detection and information
theory. The increase of the number of descriptors in the synchronised case is equivalent to the creation of one
super descriptor, or vector, with a total length of 500x256 bits in the ORB case. Contrary, the performance
of average pooling and max pooling drops. This is due to the fact that the BOW system generates a lot of
false matches for the non-synchronised descriptors and the increase of their number leads to the masking of and
interference with, the correct matches. In addition, the drop in performance for max pooling is higher. This is
due to the fact that average pooling generates a sort of soft information about the number of matches in the
considered model while max pooling represents a binary decision rule that just declares the presence or absence
of at least one match. Forth, the asymmetric case of Jx = 500 and Jy = 50, that represents a sort of cropping,
does not show any difference with the case of Jx = Jy = 50 (Figure 6(c)). Fifth, the asymmetric case of Jx = 50
and Jy = 500 represents a case with many false descriptors in the probe image (Figure 6(d)). The synchronised
case shows good immunity to that. However, average pooling and max pooling manifest a drastic drop in their
performance. This is due to the overwhelming amount of false matching. That is why the sole matching of
descriptors is not sufficient without additional information on their geometric consistency.
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Figure 4. Typical performance of descriptors for matched and non-matched descriptors under scaling 0.5, rotation 100 and
JPEG 75: (a) histograms for ORB (uncompressed-uncompressed) descriptors, (b) histograms for SIFT (uncompresseduncompressed, uncompressed-compressed, compressed-compressed) and (c) ROCs for ORB and SIFT descriptors.

Finally, the overall performance of BOW content identification system is summarised in terms of the min
max{PM (τ, ), PF (τ, )} as a function of  and τ in Figure 7. It is interesting to note that the system has a
global minimum for the optimal pair of the thresholds τ, . We investigated the optimal pair of τ,  leading to
the minimisation of maxim error (Figure 7(a)). It should be noted that the experimental thresholds are very
accurately predicted by the derived formulas (15) and (16). Therefore, the optimisation of BOW systems is
straightforward. It is also remarkable that in our model max pooling did not demonstrate any advantage over
average pooling, contrarily to common believe. Similar performance to max pooling was observed under the
proper  and τ . Interestingly, both methods have the same global minimum for the same =0.25 (Figure 7(b)).
However, the optimal τ valuess are different for max pooling and average pooling (Figure 7(a)). Therefore, if
one specifies the descriptor, our model suggests a set of optimal parameters under average and max pooling to
optimize overall system performance.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a simple and tractable model of BOW content identification systems. The model is
based on hard assignment and unique non-repeatable descriptors for each image. Average pooling is compared
to max pooling where we have demonstrated the equivalence of both methods under the optimised system
parameters. The importance of geometrical information for descriptor matching is demonstrated. We plan to
(i) extend the proposed model to repetitive descriptors, (ii) find the maximum number of items M leading to a
non-exponential list size of candidates and and finally (iii) investigate the impact of soft assignment on overall
system performance. In this paper, we only highlighted the security issues of BOWs systems with an informed
attacker. The proposed model can also be the basis for a theoretical investigation of different attacks against
the BOW systems.
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Figure 5. Distributions of similarity score for the ORB descriptor computed experimentally with the corresponding
theoretical predictions: (a) average pooling, (b) max pooling and (c) synchronised case.
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10. APPENDIX A
In this appendix we derive the distribution of parameter T (m) under the hypotheses H(m) and H(m0 ) for the
max pooling. The equation (8) can be rewritten as:

t(m) = dTx (m)dy =

Je
X

Je
X

dxj (m)dyj =

j=1

dyj0 ,

(18)

j 0 =1

where Je = min{Jx , Jy }. The parameter T (m) represents a sum of Je i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables Dyj0 = Dy
with the probability of success Pr{Dy = 1|H(m0 )} under the hypothesis H(m0 ). Max pooling makes a positive
decision on the presence of the descriptor, if at least one positive decision out of Jy is observed, which is defined
as:
θ(m0 ) = Pr{Dy = 1|H(m0 )} = Pr{

Jy
[

EF } = 1 − Pr{

k=1

Jy
\

Jy
Y

ĒF } = 1 −

k=1

(1 − PFD ) = 1 − (1 − PFD )Jy ,

(19)

k=1

where EF denotes an event consisting in a false acceptance and ĒF denotes non-EF , i.e., the correct rejection.
Similarly, under the hypothesis H(m), max pooling will make a positive decision, if there is at least one match
coming from the true descriptor or from Jy − 1 falsely matched descriptors:
Jy −1

θ(m) = Pr{Dy = 1|H(m)} = Pr{Ec ∪

[

Jy −1

EF } = 1 − Pr{Ēc ∩

k=1

D
ĒF } = 1 − (1 − PD
)(1 − PFD )Jy −1 ,

\

(20)

k=1

D
where Ec and Ēc denote the correct match with probability PD
and miss (complement to the correct match)
D
with probability (1 − PD ), respectively.

The summation of Je independent Bernoulli random variables in (18) results in a Binomial random variable
with the distributions T (m) ∼ B(Je , θ(m0 )) under Hm0 and T (m) ∼ B(Je , θ(m)) under Hm .
In a similar way, one can obtain the distortion of parameter T (m) for the synchronised case. The only
D
difference consists in the fact that there is no summation over all Jy . This results in θ(m0 ) = PFD and θ(m) = PD
.
SJy −1
It is also interesting to remark that the term Pr{Ec ∪ k=1
EF } in (20) can be upper bounded as:
Jy −1

θ(m) = Pr{Ec ∪

[
k=1

Jy −1

EF } ≤ Pr{Ec } + Pr{

[

Jy −1
D
E F } = PD
+ (1 − Pr{

k=1

\

D
ĒF }) = PD
+ (1 − (1 − PFD )Jy −1 ), (21)

k=1

D
under the perfect synchronisation, it is easy to
based on the union bound. Comparing (21) with θ(m) = PD
remark the impact of max pooling leading to the false matching term (1 − (1 − PFD )Jy −1 ). The higher PFD ,
the higher the contribution of this term to the overall probability of making a false decision on the descriptor
presence.

11. APPENDIX B
In this part, we will consider the statistics of T (m) under average pooling. The main difference with max pooling
consists in the averaging of all positive matches in the variable dyj0 in (18) rather than just indicating the positive
success in any of Jy outcomes.
Under the hypothesis Hm0 , when only false matches can lead to the success event, there is a sum of Jy
Bernoulli random variables with success probability PFD . Therefore, the summation of Je independent Binomial
random variables Dyj0 ∼ B(Jy , PFD ) in (18) results in a Binomial random variable with the distribution T (m) ∼
D
B(Je Jy , PD
) under Hm0 .
Under the hypothesis Hm , the random variable dyj0 in (18) contains one correct match event with probability
D
PD
and Jy −1 matches with probability PFD . Unfortunately, it is not tractable to present the resulting distribution
containing a sum of Binomial random variables with different dimensionalities and probabilities. Therefore, we
will use the approximation of the sum of independent random variables by the Gaussian distribution according
D
to the central limit theorem resulting in T (m) ∼ N (µ(m), σ 2 (m)), where µ(m) = Je (PD
+ (Jy − 1)PFD ) and
2
D
D
D
D
σ (m) = Je (PD (1 − PD ) + (Jy − 1)PF (1 − PF )).
Similarly, one can approximate the Binomial distribution under the distribution Hm0 as T (m) ∼ N (µ(m0 ), σ 2 (m0 ))
where µ(m0 ) = Je Jy PFD and σ 2 (m0 ) = Je Jy PFD (1 − PFD ).
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